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Key Stage 1

RADIO



One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2007

Tape Recording

Where possible, it would be an advantage to tape record programmes.  By using the pause button 
sections of the broadcast can be discussed leading to greater understanding or appreciation.  Many 
of the songs are very attractive and the children may well want to learn them or hear them again.

After the Broadcast

Each programme will offer material for discussion.  Some suggestions for further follow-up activities 
are given in the Teacher’s Notes or are made during the broadcasts.  Teachers might like to consider 
some or all of the following aspects of the programme:

•   Discussion and/or recall of broadcast
•   Re-tell the story.
•   Art or craft work.
•   Topic or project work.
•   Singing songs/repeating rhymes.
•   Number work.
•   Drama/acting the story/role play.
•   Written work.

Talk to Us

Material from the children in the way of stories, songs, poems, drawings or letters will always 
be welcomed and acknowledged.

Teacher’s views too are very important, and we value your opinion on how the series works in 
the classroom. 

Please send your comments, information, criticism, or suggestions to:

The Producer
One Potato, Two Potato
BBC Broadcasting House
Ormeau Avenue
Belfast
BT2 8HQ

Or e-mail us at: education.ni@bbc.co.uk

A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcasting Council for 
Northern Ireland.



In the fi rst programme of the school year the presenters, Libby and Michael, introduce themselves 
and the series and accustom their young listeners to respond to direct questions and to ‘answer back’ 
to the radio/tape.

They will be asking the children to think about where they live, what they like about it, and what sort 
of house they live in.

Poem

   I’ve Got a Basket of Apples 

I’ve got a basket of apples,   (hold up a pretend basket)
 Picked from a tree,    (reach up high)
 A rosy-red for you,    (point to the person beside you)
 And a shiny green for me;   (point to yourself)
 Some of them are big,   (hands out wide)
 Some of them are small, (hands closed small)
 Some of them are oval, (shape with fi nger and thumb) 
 Some are like a ball; (round shape with fi ngers)
 Some of them are sour….ugh! (sour face)
 Some of them are sweet….mmmm, (sweet face)
 Lots of lovely apples (fi sts one on top of the other)
   For you and me to eat.

       EMM et al 
Story

An old story set in the townland of Moneymore.

One summer the sun shone every day and while it might have been very pleasant for those rich 
enough to enjoy good weather, for Con and his mother it was nothing short of a calamity.  The well 
where they got all their water dried up and the vegetables wilted in the strong sunlight.  If they were 
poor before they were going to starve now……

Song   Are You Listening to Me?

   Are you listening to me,
 In a school by the sea, 
 Or a classroom in Larne or Dromore
 In Belfast or Strabane.
 Are you west of the Bann,
 Or in Omagh, Broughshane, Moneymore?
 You may be on top of a Mountain of Mourne
 Or in Bangor or Donaghadee,
 But wherever you are

Programme 1
18 September

Story by: Sheila Quigley
Script: Bernagh Brims
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 When I play my guitar
 I hope you are listening to me.
    
    Margaret Tudor Evans

After the programme

words for discussion:- bough; a widow; Con’s cottage was ‘draughty and ramshackle’; a calamity; a 
well; a withered apple; the old woman was ‘sprightly on her feet’; apple blossom.

•  Talk about where you live.  Do all the children in the class live in the same environment, or do some 
live in the country/village/town etc.  Compare and contrast..
•   Do the children know the name of the road they live on, or their address?  How about the school?
•   Talk about what the children like about their home area.  What are the most popular facilities e.g. a 
play ground, swimming pool, park, cinema, a particular shop etc.
•   Talk about and list different types of housing.  Make a chart of how many different sorts of houses 
the class live in.
•   Talk/write about favourite pastimes.
•   Libby tells us she has a dog.  Michael has a boat.  Ask the children to describe, or mime, 
something they own for the class to guess.

Story Comprehension

• Were Con and his mother rich or poor?  How do you know?
• What was the weather like in the story?  (very hot and dry)
• Where did his mother send Con?  (to the deep dark well in the forest)
• Who did Con help?  (an old woman)
• How?  (he fi lled her jug with water and carried it home for her)
• What happened to the old woman?
• What did she give Con?  (an old knarled apple bough)
• What did the poor widow do with it?  (hurled it through the door into the garden)
• What had happened by morning?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English:

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: express thoughts,feelings and   
    opinions in response to personal experiences, literature and media;  
    describe and talk about real and imaginary experiences and about
    people, places, things and events.

Geography:

Homes and Buildings: Pupils should have opportunities to: investigate the main features of their  
    own home and know their own address, their school address and some of  
    the street names in the local area; learn about the variety of different  
    buildings in the local area and their purposes.



Hello and Goodbye One Potato, Two Potato

Cross-Curricular Links



The fi rst in a unit of programmes on the theme, beginning with how we divide our day up (meal times, school, 
play, bedtime etc.)  The children will become more aware of the continuing rhythm of their days, and should 
have lots to say about the different elements. 

NB  Libby and Michael pose many questions and it would be an advantage to have the programme on CD and 
to be prepared to stop it at the appropriate places.

Poems

      The Wrong Start

    I got up this morning and meant to be good,
    But things didn’t happen the way that they should.
    I lost my toothbrush,
    I slammed the door.
    I dropped an egg
    On the kitchen fl oor.
    I spilled some sugar,
    And after that,
    I tried to hurry,
    And tripped on the cat.
    Things may get better,
    I don’t know when.
    I think I’ll go back,
    And start over again.
      
       Marchette Chute

    A Playground

    The wind is blowing.
    It is nearly dinner time.
    The birds are singing.
    Somebody’s crying.
    The ball is going bounce, bounce, bounce.
    Some boys are playing football.
    Bang, bang, thud against the wall.
    The boys are shouting goal, goal, goal.
    It’s in time.

       Jemma Matthews (age 8)

Programme 2
25 September

By Maureen Donnelly
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Story

Aunt Jemima didn’t have children of her own so she didn’t really understand that sometimes children 
couldn’t help getting dirty.

One day she said to the twins mother, “If I were you I wouldn’t give them any pocket money until they 
learn to be cleaner……”

Songs

Clever Clock by Chris Ward

See link on teacher’s resources page for music & words

After the programme

•   There will be many questions to follow-up after the programme e.g. what time do you get up, what 
did you have for breakfast, how did you get to school, what time does it start, what do you do at 
lunchtime, favourite after school activity etc., and continuing sequencing of the day’s events.
•   A discussion on the school break.  What do the children do, are there any changes they would like 
made?
•   Playground games, skipping rhymes, clapping rhymes.
•   Draw/write about a favourite school dinner (or packed lunch).
•   Discuss/list some of the different reasons we measure time e.g. to synchronise our arrangements, 
to cook/bake, to time a race, to catch a bus, train etc.
•   Discuss/write about a favourite day of the year.
•   Bring in an egg timer and use it to time things e.g. how many skips till the sand runs out?
•   Help the children to make a pie chart or time line of their day.
•   On strips of paper, let each child write down 10 activities they do every day.  Jumble them up and 
swap with a friend who has to rearrange them in the correct sequence i.e. (are teeth before or after 
breakfast?)  Now stick the strips on a piece of card and write the hour in which the activity is carried 
out underneath.
•  Measure time passing in relation to plant growth (runner beans grow fast in a pot).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Maths:  Pupils should have opportunities to: know the mosty commonly used units in  
   time, including hours and minutes and use them to measure purposeful contexts.   
   Sequence everyday events e.g. breakfast time, lunch time and tea time; know  
   the time within a day is comprised of morning, afternoon, evening and night;  
   know the days of the week, months of the year and seasons; explore calendar  
   patterns.



Hello and Goodbye One Potato, Two Potato

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should engage in talking and listening for a variety of    
    purposes including:-

    Taking part in conversations and discussions. 
    Talking about events.
    Asking and answering questions and drawing conclusions.
    Expressing thoughts, opinions and feelings in response to personal  
    experiences, literature and media.

History:

Personal History:  Pupils should have opportunities to explore and build up time lines   
    of:

    My life then and now e.g. my day, morning, afternoon and evening;  
    My life so far (e.g. time line of ‘myself’ at different ages, my week   
    using a day by day diary of activities) My family and school (e.g.   
    time line of my life, my year etc.)

              Personalities, Events and Celebrations.
    Pupils should explore the past signifi cance and build up time lines   
    of seasonal events e.g. Halloween, Christmas, Pancake Tuesday,   
    St Patrick’s Day etc.

Physical Education:

Games:   Pupils should have opportunities to take part in simple games involving  
    individual and co-operative play.

Music

Listening and Responding: 
    Pupils should develop an awareness of pulse e.g. by listening to their  
    heartbeats, by moving to music and clapping.



Hello and Goodbye One Potato, Two Potato

Cross-Curricular Links



The whole of our lives nowadays is organised around the clock.  We are constantly being made 
aware of time passing.

This week’s programme moves on to hours, minutes and seconds, and looks at clocks and watches.

Poem

    The Watch Makers Shop  (extract)

    A street in our town
    Has a queer little shop,
    With tumble-down walls
    And a thatch on the top.
    And all the wee windows 
    With crookedy panes,
    Are shining and winking
    With watches and chains.

    All sorts and all sizes
    In silver and gold,
    And brass ones and tin ones
    And new ones and old;
    And clocks for the kitchen
    And clocks for the hall,
    High ones and low ones
    And wag-at-the wall ones.

       Elizabeth Fleming

Story

When the watch maker saw the huge clock he didn’t know what to think.  The wheels that all locked 
together were ENORMOUS.  The screws that held everything in place were ENORMOUS.  But it 
would all have to be taken to bits and checked.  So he unscrewed the smaller bits and arranged them 
neatly on a big blanket in case anything would get lost or fall down between the old fl oorboards……

After the programme

•   Learn to tell the time on an analogue clock beginning with the hour and progressing to the half and     
quarter hours.
•   Talk about different sorts of clocks and make a frieze for the wall e.g. pendulum, cuckoo, 
grandfather, wag-at-the-wall, church.
•   Look at analogue and digital clocks and watches.

Programme 3
2 October

By Maureen Donnelly



Hello and Goodbye One Potato, Two Potato

•   Make a pie chart to divide the day into 24 hours.  Colour in how long the children are asleep, at 
school, eat, play etc.  Do one for a week day and one for the week end.
•   Talk about hours, minutes and seconds.  (NB 24 hours is a natural period of time governed by the 
sun.  A week, day, hour minute etc are invented by people to help measure time).
•   Find out about a local public clock in your area.  Has it a name, how old is it, where is it etc.
•   Some ‘time’ phrases commonly used:- once upon a time; don’t waste time; to save time; to pass 
time; to run out of time; to keep time.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Maths: Pupils should have opportunities to: know the most commonly used units in time,  
  including hours and minutes and use them to measure purposeful contexts. Sequence  
  everyday events e.g. breakfast time, lunch time and tea time; know the time within a  
  day is comprised of morning, afternoon, evening and night; know the days of the week,  
  months of the year and seasons; explore calendar patterns.

English:

Talking and Listening: Pupils should engage in talking and listening for a variety of purposes  
    including:-

    Taking part in conversations and discussions. 
    Talking about events.
    Asking and answering questions and drawing 
    conclusions.
    Expressing thoughts, opinions and feelings in response to personal  
    experiences, literature and media.
History:

Personal History:  Pupils should have opportunities to explore and build 
    up time lines of:
    
    My life then and now e.g. my day, morning, afternoon and evening;
    My life so far (e.g. time line of ‘myself’ at different ages, my week using a  
    day by day diary of activities)
    My family and school (e.g. time line of my life, my year etc.)

    Personalities, Events and Celebrations.
    Pupils should explore the past signifi cance and build up time lines of  
    seasonal events e.g. Halloween, Christmas,
    Pancake Tuesday, St Patrick’s Day etc.

Physical Education:

Games:   Pupils should have opportunities to take part in simple 
    games involving individual and co-operative play.
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Music

Listening and Responding: 
    Pupils should develop an awareness of pulse e.g. by listening to their  
    heartbeats, by moving to music and clapping.

Cross-Curricular Links



A programme about the passing of time, in which we follow the changing fortunes of a Teddy Bear, 
and its adventures with different owners over fi fty years.

Poem

    Nanny Almost Never Runs

    My Nanny almost never runs.
    She’s getting old, she says, and slow.
    She reads me lots of stories though,
    And gives me quiet cuddles.
    I’ve never seen my Nanny skip.
    She’s getting old, she says, and slow.
    But she loves to sing the songs we know
    Before I fall asleep.
    
    My Nanny never plays rough games.
    She’s getting old, she says, and slow.
    But her fi ngers can stitch and mend and sew,
    And make me clothes.
    Nanny almost never runs.
    She’s getting old, she says, and slow.
    But if she ever goes away, I know….
    I know I’ll miss her.

       Sam McBratney

Story

When Mary Rose was a little girl, she bought a teddy bear with all her pennies and the sixpences she 
had saved up in her moneybox.  Mary Rose loved the look in her teddy’s big brown eyes and the feel 
of his soft fur against her face.....

Song
        I Get Older               by Chris Ward  

             See link on teacher’s resources page for music and words            

After the programme

words for discussion:- sixpence; steam train; lost property offi ce; a charity          shop; an antique shop.

Programme 4
9 October

By Maureen Donnelly



Hello and Goodbye One Potato, Two Potato

•  Talk about the concept that things change over time – sometimes for the better, sometimes for the 
worse.
•   Talk about favourite toys.  Are some of them old?  What is the oldest toy the children own?
•   Ask the class to fi nd out if a parent or grandparent still has a toy from their childhood.  How old is 
it?  Why did they keep it?  How did it look when it was new?
•   Michael says when he got a new bike he gave his old one to his brother.  “Just because it was old 
doesn’t mean it wasn’t any good.”  Talk about this.
•   List names of baby animals i.e. horse – foal, dog – puppy, cat – kitten,  cow – calf.
•   List all the ways children know they are growing older e.g. growing out of shoes and clothes, being 
able to reach something higher up, being asked to mind a younger sibling, being allowed to stay up 
later etc.

Story Comprehension

•  What did the young Mary Rose love about her teddy bear?  (the look in his big brown eyes and the 
feel of his soft fur).
•  Why did she call him Growly Bear?
•  Where did her mother sew on GB?  (a G on the bottom of one foot and a B on the other).
•  Where did Mary Rose lose Growly Bear?  (on a train)
•  Where did he end up?  (the Lost Property Offi ce)
•  Who bought him?  (Ronnie)
•  What did Ronnie call Growly Bear, and why?  (Bargain Bear – he was very cheap)
•  Who bought him next at the second hand shop?  (twins Bob and Stephen)
•  Were they gentle?  (No – they played football with him)
•  Who bought him in the Charity Shop  (Veronica)
•  Was she kind to him?
•  Who tore off one of his legs?  (her brothers)
•  Who mended him?  (the man in the toy hospital)
•  Then where did Growly Bear go?  (to an antique shop)
•  Who found him? (Mary Rose)
•  After how long?  (After fi fty years)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

History:   Pupils should have opportunities to: develop a sense of the past by  
    identifying obvious differences between past and present; talk about  
    evidence and artefacts which give us information about the past.

Personal History: Pupils should have opportunities to: develop a sense of the past by  
    identifying obvious differences between past and present; talk about  
    evidence and artefacts which give us information about the past.

English:

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: describe and talk about real and  
    imaginary experiences and about people, places, things and events.



Hello and Goodbye One Potato, Two Potato

Cross-Curricular Links



The fi rst in a unit of programmes on ‘changes’ and materials, exploring the connection between wood 
and paper.

Poem

   Made from Paper

   Paper cups and napkins
   Paper plates and straws,
   Comics, books and magazines
   Boxes, cards, jigsaws.

   Tissues for my runny nose,
   Towels to wipe up spills.
   Toilet rolls and tablecloths,
   Envelopes and bills.

   They’re all made out of paper,
   Using up our trees,
   Be careful not to waste it,.
   Think green, recycle please.

   Books to learn to read from,
   Jotters for my sums,
   Birthday cards and letters,
   Packs for chewing gum.
 
   Wraps for sweets and chocolate,
   Cornfl ake packets too,
   Labels on sauce and baked beans,
   And bottles of shampoo.

   They’re all made out of paper,
   Using up our trees,
   Be careful not to waste it,
   Think green, recycle please.

       Ann Burnett
   

Programme 5
16 October

by Ann Burnett
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Story     The Very Important Piece of Paper

SONG ‘We are the Woodmen’
See link on the teacher’s resource page for music & words

Process from Tree to Paper

-   Sitka Spruce commonly used (from 30 - 40 metres tall).
-   Tree crop thinned out and those smaller saplings used for paper.
-   Bark and branches stripped.
-   Ground up into small wood pulp.
-   Pulp washed and dyed.
-   Squeezed into a long mat between huge rollers.
-   Dried on more rollers.
-   The ‘fi nish’ put on (makes it shiny).
-    Ironed on more rollers (makes it smooth).

After the programme

words for discussion:-  a crop; Sitka Spruce; bark, trunk, logs, papermill; grinding machine; rollers; 
printer; invisible.

-   List/discuss things made of wood.
-   List/discuss things made of paper.
-   Name the parts of a tree i.e. roots, trunk, branches, leaves, twigs, bark etc.
-   A project on re-cycling.
-   ‘Adopt’ a tree if there is one nearby and study it at intervals throughout the year.
-   Take some bark rubbings from a variety of trees and compare their different textures.

    (Good contrasts are sweet chestnut, silver birch, beech and oak).
-   Bark dyeing:  Never peel and collect bark, it can kill the whole tree - but gather some
    from fallen logs.  Tie in a muslin bag and boil in water to which a little soda has  been
    added.  Simmer a little wool in the liquid until the colour takes.  Rinse in running water.
    Try comparing different types of bark.  (Other natural materials like lichen, onion skins
    and berries will give brighter colours).
-   To measure the height of a tree:  a rough estimate can be achieved by two people.  Person
    A stands at the base if a tree.  Person B moves away and holds a pencil at arms length.
    When the pencil ‘lines up’ with the height of A, B stops and estimates how many times
    (i.e. pencil lengths)  A’s height would match the height of the tree.  A’s height is then
    multiplied by this number to obtain the approximate height of the tree.
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How To Make a Paper Boat

1. Take a rectangular piece of paper (not square - it doesn’t work).

2. Fold it in half down the long side.

3. Make a centre crease and fold edges
down from centre

and you should end up with:
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4. Fold up each of bottom edges - one to one
side and one to the other.

           

5. Pull out from bottom centre (to make a hat if you want) and turn and fold fl at the other ways
(tucking in loose edges).

6. Fold up bottom half to meet top half.
Do the same on the other side.
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7. Pull out from bottom centre on both sides and turn
and fold the other way.

8. Pull out corners to make boat.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Science

Materials Properties:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: sort a range of everyday objects 
    into groups according to the materials from which they are made;  
    explore the properties of materials including shape, colour, texture and   
    behaviour; fi nd out about some everyday uses of materials e.g.furniture 
    can be made from wood.

Geography

The Natural Environment:  Pupils should have opportunities to learn about
    materials in the natural environment such as
    wood, and talk about their use.



Hello and Goodbye One Potato, Two Potato

Cross-Curricular Links



Today’s programme describes in simple terms how plastic is made and Libby and Michael talk
about some of the many products made from it which we use every day.

It would be useful to provide a selection of plastic articles before the programme - or identify the
many to be found in the classroom.

Poem

 Plastic

 Beads, bangles, plastic pails,
 Basins, bowls, boat and sails;
 Dolls, Lego, balls and bats;
 Shoes, wellies, raincoats, hats.
 Some bright and colourful,
 Hard, soft, or see-through,
 A whole world of plastic,
 For me and for you.

 Cups, saucers, plates and mugs,
 Knives, forks, spoons and jugs;
 Bags, boxes, cartons too,
 All sorts of bottles, even glue.
 Some bright and colourful,
 Hard, soft or see-through,
 A whole world of plastic,
 For me and for you.

       Pam Ramage

Story

“Hello, what’s your name?” asked a wee man.
“I’m Andy…are you…a leprechaun?”
“That I am.  Sean’s the name.”
“Are you sheltering from the rain too?” asked Andy.
“Nope…I’m listening to the music.”
“I can’t hear any music.”
“That’s because you’re not listening properly.  There’s music all around you…in the hills, woods and 
streams.  But do you know the best music of all?  Rain music!”

Programme 6
30 October

by Pam Ramage
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Song

Raindrops
(to the tune of Sing a Song of Sixpence)

 Can you hear the raindrops?
 (Pretend to listen)
 Falling from the sky?
 Pattering on the tree-tops.
 (Indicate rain with fi ngers)
 As the storm goes by.
 Filling up the gutters
 (Raise hands)
 Tapping window-panes,
 (Pretend to tap)
 Drumming on the pavements
 (Drum feet on fl oor)
 And trickling down the drains.
 (Run fi ngers along desk)

 Can you hear the raindrops
 (Pretend to listen)
 Falling down on you,
 (Point to person next to you)
 Splashing on our faces,
 (Tap face)
 Soaking us all through,
 (Shiver)
 Watering the fl owers,
 Filling up the streams,
 (Lift up hands)
 Till once again we feel the warmth
 Of welcome bright sunbeams,
 (Hold out arms, looking upwards).

                             Pam Ramage

After the programme

words for discussion:-  ‘caught out’ in the rain; rain ‘soaks in’; ‘bounces off’; oil refi nery; tanker; 
factory; pipe line; material.

-   Identify everyday objects made of plastic and fi nd some in the classroom e.g. buttons, lunch 
    boxes, pens, rulers, bags, light switches, beads, belts, watchstraps, hair bobbles, clasps and 
    combs, toys, fl ower pots, computer.
-   Talk about other forms of plastic ‘in disguise’ - i.e. polystyrene (food packaging), nylon
    (toys, clothes, socks etc.)
-   Make a time line of the process of oil - plastic.  This is a simplifi ed version:-
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- Discuss waterproofi ng. Experiment with other materials and compare how absorbent or
otherwise they are. What other things have to be waterproofed apart from clothing?
e.g. bandages, tents, babies buggy covers.
- Learn the Raindrop song and the actions to go with it.
- Experiment with descriptive words for the rain and make up some more
e.g. plipperty - plapperty plip
pita-pata, pita-pata
split-splat, splitterty-splat
- Make you own ‘rain’ music with percussion instruments.

Northern Ireland Curriculum
Science
Materials Properties:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: sort a range of everyday objects  
    into groups, according to the materials from which they are made; fi nd out  
    some everyday uses of material; investigate similarities and differences in
    materials and objects and sort them according to their properties e.g. sort  
    plastics into those which are transparent and those which are opaque or  
    sort fabrics into those which absorb water and those which are waterproof.

Geography
Jobs and Transport:  Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: some of the jobs people  
    do; some of the goods and services people need e.g. choose an essential  
    product and fi nd out about the work involved in making it and delivering it;
    draw a simple picture diagram of the journey of the chosen product. Learn  
    about some of the means of transport used for the movement of goods.
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Music
Composing:  Pupils should have opportunities to explore and investigate ways of   
   making sounds; create simple sound effects; select sounds in response to  
   a stimulus; select and use sounds to express mood and atmosphere.

Cross-Curricular Links



The fi rst of three programmes about words - how they are formed, how we choose them, what we
can make them do. This fi  rst programme begins with the basic process of using letters as building
blocks and putting them together to make sounds and words. The alphabet is reinforced, and vowels
are introduced.

Poem

 Eddy’s Teddy

    Eddy had a teddy who was quite a pet,
    although.... he didn’t know the letters
    of the alphabet.
    Eddy said to teddy, “I know what I will do!
    I’ll teach you all the letters, and then
    you’ll know them too.”
    Teddy sat up straight, the way all pupils should,
    And Eddy said the alphabet
    as best he could.
    ABC and DEF, were they followed by a G?
    Then HIJK, and after that.....
    LMNOP?
    Then there was a silence. Teddy listened on,
    but Eddy’s mouth was open
    in a mighty yawn.
    Saying all those letters was a bit like counting sheep,
    Before he got to XYZ
    Eddy fell asleep.
    Eddy has a teddy who is his very favourite pet -
    Although he still can’t say the letters
    of the alphabet.

        Sam McBratney

(this song can be sung to the tune of Miss Polly Had a Dolly - with adjustments here and there)

Story

LEMONOP         By Sam McBratney
         Published by: Darling Kindersley Ltd

Holly went to her bookshelf and picked out one of her favourite books. It had really nice pictures.
And...she had a good idea for a game. “Mummy,” she said, “will you play
Lemono P’, with me?”......

Programme 7
6 November

by Sam McBratney
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After the programme

words for discussion:- alphabet; vowel.

- ‘Sing’ the alphabet in rhythm - it goes roughly to the tune of Baa Baa Black Sheep!
- Write the alphabet on the board, and try to sing it backwards.
- Go on a ‘letter hunt’ round the school - spot all the places letters are displayed, on signs,
notices, doors, posters, traffi c warnings in the school grounds etc. Older children could put them into 
categories.
- Do some work on vowels. Spot vowels in your own name, in a short text on the board etc.
- Make ABC books. Think of an illustration to go with each letter. Each child could make one page, 
then staple the whole book together and present it to your reception class.
- Play Chinese Whispers. (Holly thought LMNOP sounded like Lemono P). Sit in a circle and each 
child tries to pass on a whispered phrase or message to his neighbour.

Story comprehension
• Who was chopping carrots with a chipper-chopper knife? (Mummy)
• Who was reading the paper? (Dad)
• Who was talking on the telephone? (Aunty Betty)
• Who was watering his plants? (Grandpa)
• Who was playing in his pirate ship? (Holly’s brother Joe)
• What was the name of Holly’s dog? (Wellington)
• What was Lemono P?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English:

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: express thoughts, feelings and  
    opinions in response to personal experiences, literature, media and cross- 
    curricular topics or activities e.g. respond to an
    educational broadcast.

Reading:    Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the teacher about the ways in  
    which language is written down, identifying phrases, words, patterns of  
    letters and other features of written language.

Writing:    Pupils should develop the ability to: make use of the names and order of  
    the letters of the alphabet.
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The second in a unit of programmes celebrating words, in which Libby and Michael will be exploring
what we can do with them - how we choose them, how words can stretch the imagination, or make
you feel.

Poem

 Jigglewords
 
     Clean words
     Sticky words
     Jolly words
     or sad;
     Words that tickle
     Words that laugh
     Words that make you mad!
     Groaning words
     And moaning words
     Words for night
     or day;
     Words that sing
     and skip and dance,
     or wiggle
     on their way!
        by Judith Nicholls

     Granny

     I love it when my Granny’s
     There when I come in from play
     And it’s really really brilliant
     When she says she’s come to stay.
     I like it when my Granny
     Bakes me buns with chocolate drops
     They’re ever so much nicer
     Than the ones you buy in shops.
     But the very nicest thing
     Is when it’s time to go to bed,
     My granny tells me stories
     Not from books, but from her head!

        by Bernagh Brims

Programme 8
13 November

by Bernagh Brims
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     Breakfast for One
     Hot thick crusty buttery toast    
     Buttery tasty thick hot crust
     Crusty thick hot toasty butter
     Thick hot buttery crusty toast
     Toasty buttery hot thick crust
     Hot buttery thick crusty toast
     With marmalade, is how I like it most!
        by Judith Nicholls

     Rhymes to make you feel....

     Frosty, freezing fi ngers
     Slippery slidey ice
     Sharp, stinging air
     Nippy noses!

     ***
     Red hot fl ickery fl  ames
     Dark behind us, gold in front.
     Milky chocolate in a big brown mug.
     Warm woolly dressing gown, hugging you close.

     ***
     Wild wet wind whistling
     Huge waves crashing
     Wet wellies in water
     Salty spray.
Story

Wee Purple Betty and the Troll

Written by: Amy Warnock and Grace Brown when in P5, Mallusk Primary School

After the programme

- Read the ‘feeling’ rhymes above and talk about how the words make you feel. Make up
some ‘feeling’ sentences of your own.
- Talk about words ‘making a picture in your head’ (could be linked to a project on the
senses i.e. do the words make you ‘see’, ‘hear’, ‘smell’, ‘taste’ anything etc.)
- Talk about words being chosen for the wrong reasons e.g. name calling or being
unkind about someone’s appearance. Being careful about the words you choose.
- Play word games involving alliteration, onomatopoeia, tongue twisters.
- Experiment with how changing one word can change the direction of a whole story, as
in the programme i.e. I looked in the dark space under the stairs and I felt....... frightened
            cross
            like laughing
Make up some more samples.
- Talk about words the children like the sound of (not the meaning) e.g. tyrannosaurus,
squelch, whoosh. Write their suggestions on the board and say them aloud together.
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- Talk about the story. The authors, Grace Brown and Amy Warnock, were nine when they
wrote the story. How do your children think they went about it? (There will be a lot more on creative
writing next week)
- Make up a sentence involving your own name, using alliteration, or as a tongue twister e.g.
Libby’s lovely little light lilac lorry. Michael’s millions of mean mischievous mice.
- Read the poem ‘Breakfast for One’ again or write it on the board and talk about it.
- Fostering children’s development of an interest in words can be carried on throughout
every subject e.g.
 * When sharing a story: why did the writer choose this word?
 * What other word might have been chosen?
 * Group discussions: describe exactly how it looked/you felt.
 * What’s another word for that?
 * Can you invent a new word to describe that shape/sound etc
 * Music. Think of words to describe that pitch/tempo/type of sound.
 * Art. How could you describe that colour/shape/patterns?
 * PE. Act out these words - slither, hobble, dull, excited, sad.
- Make word collections, and display or store them for the whole class to use, or keep as
personal word books.
   e.g. funny words
   scary words
   hot words
   cold words
   happy words
   words that sound good
- Discuss what resources the children use if they don’t know the meaning of a word. e.g.
dictionaries, word books, etc. Emphasise the importance of alphabetical order.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English:

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: describe and talk about real and  
    imaginary experiences and about people, places, things and events.
    Pupils should develop the ability to: discuss features of language.

Reading:    Pupils should develop the ability to: recognise and notice how words are  
    constructed; make use of personal word banks, dictionaries, information  
    books and data on computer, etc. for reading and writing tasks.

Writing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with words e.g. word  
    games, riddles and rhymes. 
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Cross-Curricular Links



Featuring an atmospheric story, and encouraging the children to write creatively themselves. What
subject might they choose, how will they decide the words and how do you think of a good title?
Award-winning writer Sam McBratney has lots of suggestions

Story

Don’t Walk in the Light of the Moon       By Sam McBratney
           Publisher: Kingfi sher

“It’s almost dark,” whispered Cob.
“The dark is fi ne,” said the old mouse. “It is better than the light of the moon. Stay together and we
won’t get lost. The last thing we want is for anyone to get lost.”

The young mice looked up at him. They didn’t understand, for none of them had never been lost.
“How can we be lost?” asked Hazel. “What does it mean?”

The old mouse said to his three young mice, “Being lost means you don’t know where you are.
You’re on your own. You look around you and you don’t know anybody - and nobody knows you.
And you don’t know how to get back home again because you don’t know where home is. No-one
likes to be lost.”

“I’ll hold on to your tail,” said Cob.
“I’ll hold on to Cob’s tail,” said Hazel.
“I’ll hold my own tail and it won’t get lost,” cried little Berry-Berry.

After the programme

words for discussion:- cellar; cornfi eld; shadow; cousin

Story Comprehension
• What were the three young mice called? (Cob, Hazel and little Berry-Berry)
• Who did the old mouse take them to visit? (their cousins)
• Where did they live? (in the cornfi eld across the stream)
• Talk about some of the games they played (they ran in and out of puddles, danced on the shadows
and swung on the ears of yellow corn)
• When did the old mouse not like being out? (in the light of the moon)
• What was the ‘something in the sky, with a beak and wings and claws’ that spotted the mice by the
light of the moon? (an owl)
• Why did it swoop down? (it was hunting for its supper)
• What had the young mice learned that day?
- Encourage ideas and discussion for their own creative writing.
 * What might a story be about? - the setting.
 * Who might it be about, or in it?

Programme 9
20 November

by Sam McBratney
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 * Might it be an exciting/frightening/funny story? Fantasy or real life’?
 * How do you think of a good title?
- Possible ideas for a story theme could be discussed as a class. While you want them to use
their individual imaginations, it might help to discuss some points e.g. how might they/the
person in the story feel? What would something look like? What might happen?
- Many young children fi  nd spelling problems daunting when writing a story - or even the
labour of holding a pencil for a long time. If so, encourage the writing of short scenes or
happening or descriptions rather than long stories, or experiment with poetry.
- A few ideas for writing projects
 * a letter to a friend, or someone in a story.
 * a description of your week-end or holiday.
 * a story review.
 * writing a description of how to do something e.g. prepare a bowl of cereal.
 * write a story about your favourite toy.
 * describe your bedroom.
 * write a sequel to a favourite story.
- Being lost. Has it happened to any of the children? How did it happen, how did they feel, what
happened? Describe or write about the experience - it is also a good topic for imaginative writing.
- A project on night time.
 * being out at night
 * nocturnal animals
 * people who work at night
 * darkness
 * lights

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English:

Reading:    Pupils should have opportunities to: compose, read and share their own  
    books of stories and poems.

Writing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: write in various forms, including:-  
    stories, letters, description of people or places, simple records of   
    observation, poems etc., and should have opportunities to:
    experiment with words e.g. word games, riddles and rhymes.
    Pupils should have opportunities to: develop the ability to: express   
    thoughts, feelings and imaginings;present ideas and information; structure  
    sentences correctly.
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Cross-Curricular Links



A programme about the violin, and the different types of music it plays.

Story

Anna had always wanted to play the fi ddle. Her dad played. Her mum played. Her brother played.
“A fi ddling family!” said her grandpa.
“No we’re not,” Anna said grumpily. “I don’t have a fi ddle.”
“Ah, but you’re too young, Anna,” said grandpa……

After the programme

words for discussion:- orchestra; a fi ddle; bow (playing part made of horsehair); to scowl.

- Listen to the musical excerpts again. How do the different pieces of music make them feel?
- Talk about the string family of instruments – violin, viola, cello and double bass (the bigger
the instrument the lower the sound).
- Obtain a CD of ‘The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra’ by Benjamin Britten. It
gives excellent examples of all the different instruments, and the string, woodwind, brass
and percussion sections.
- Talk about the different ways instruments are played i.e. by passing a bow over tightly
wound up ‘strings’; (or plucking them); by blowing; by hitting or banging.
- The children will identify with Anna’s frustration at ‘not being big enough’. Talk about
what they would like to do when they are ‘bigger’ (and do they mean taller, or older?)
- Listen to a selection of music. Is there an orchestra playing? What makes an orchestra
different from e.g. a backing group.

Programme 10
27 November

by Marianne Robinson

Parts:  bow
  strings
  shoulder rest
  bridge
  scroll
  pegs
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Northern Ireland Curriculum

Music:

Performing: Pupils should have opportunities to: develop an awareness of pulse and rhythm when  
  singing and playing instruments; develop an awareness of simple features in songs and  
  accompaniments.

Listening and Responding:  Pupils should have opportunities to: respond to rhymes and songs  
     by using appropriate actions, movement or gesture; respond  
     imaginatively to a variety of short pieces of music; develop an  
     understanding of fast/slow, loud/quiet, long/short and high/low;  
     think and talk about the features and effects of the music they  
     create, perform and listen to.

Science:

Sound:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: explore ways of making sounds e.g. by striking,  
  plucking, scraping, blowing or vocalising; investigate how sounds are produced when  
  objects vibrate.

Cross-Curricular Links
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